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Résumé: L’auteur réalise une comparaison entre la poésie de Rainer Maria Rilke et de
Lucian Blaga, à travers les affinités spirituelles et artistiques qui trouvent leurs origines dans
l’orphisme. Il remarque dès le début que les thèmes et motifs qui prêtent leur substance à la
poésie orphique de tous les temps se rencontrent aussi chez les deux grands poètes
modernes, sauf la différence spécifique de vision et du style. La structure dualiste de l’existence
mêlée de lumière et d’obscurité, l’éros cosmogonique, la chute dans le temps, la perspective
de la mort, la nostalgie de l’incréat, le miracle de la germination, la liaison entre la silence
et le mot, le salut à travers la connaissance et l’art, etc. sont quelques aspects communs des
deux poètes, approchés déjà par les comparatistes. A l’encontre de ceux°là, l’auteur insiste
sur les images poétiques qui parlent de la présence ou de l’absence du Sacré dans le monde.
Il met en valeur leur vision moderne sur la relation homme°divinité et aussi sur la
transcendance du temps par l’art, à travers laquelle les poètes approchés d’une manière
comparative donnent une nouvelle dimension à l’orphisme. 

Keywords: presence/absence of the sacred, death perspective, nostalgia of the increated,
redemption through knowledge

Blaga, of all the modern poets, like Eminescu, of all the classic ones, voices in the best
possible way Romanian culture’s aspiration toward universality. His work calls back into
question the issue of the national/universal relationship, even today when postmodernism rejects
Blaga’s Orphic°type poetry, in favour of an anti°Orphic, even anti°poetical one. Blaga is
nowadays contested by the poets of the new generations, who find themselves no longer in
his poetry; furthermore, he is considered – writes Mircea Cærtærescu in The Romanian
Postmodernism – to be “a true anti°model” to them (Cærtærescu 1999 : 153). We know however
that the Orphic formula, from Ancient Pindar to modern Rilke, represents the major trend in
the development of poetry. Blaga himself cultivated this poetry, represented in Romanian
literature before him by Eminescu, and after him by Nichita Stænescu. His work, sprung at a
time when our literature was becoming modern, is as specifically Romanian as it is
universal. 

I consider that the national/universal relationship in Blaga’s work is best understood when
compared with the work of other great writers from world literature, to whom he himself tried
to measure up: the German Goethe and the Austrian Rilke. Blaga nourished a lasting admi-
ration – unlike Rilke who used to say that he had no organ for Goethe, for the author of Faust,
he himself translated into Romanian and whom he took as a model in construing his work.
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Naturally, the parallel between Blaga and Goethe could go on by a comparative approach to
their texts; nonetheless, to spotlight the modernity of his work, I value more the comparison
with the other, likewise admired poet, his contemporary Rainer Maria Rilke. Although other
comparatists did it before me, I will endeavour to look into Rilke’s and Blaga’s poetry from
the perspective of spiritual and artistic affinities originated from Orphism, revealed in the first
place by the Romanian poet in his poem called “The Poet” from his volume The Unexpected
Steps, written “in celebration of Rainer Maria Rilke”, as a pious homage in which he gives
an Orphic expression to the legend about his demise: 

Dead is the poet killed under the sun by a rose,
By a thorn soaked up in blue
Like a fiery bee sting
Dead is the poet killed under the sun by a rose,
By a thorn soaked up 
In clear blue, in clear light. 

Ever since, in bowed pergolas
The skylarks all struck dumb
Astounded by what happened.
The skylarks of the hour, from our rare gardens
Were struck dumb in the light that vainly surges
Empty sign°frames, ever since

And nothing on earth I know 
That might urge them 
To sing again.

Although Orpheus is evoked by Rilke as early as his long poem called “Orpheus, Eurydice,
Hermes” from his volume New Poems, a modern rewriting of the Ancient myth, only in the
volumes of full maturity, Duino Elegies and Sonnets to Orpheus, did he truly perceive the
poetical act from an Orphic perspective. However, looking through a reversed eye°glass, the
entire Rilkean work, as a modern synthesis of logos and melos in a ceremonial sacerdotal
utterance, can be said to be under the sign of Orpheus. To Rilke, the sacred is still present within
the world under various shapes. Nonetheless, it resembles neither Rudolf Otto’s numinous,
representing “something altogether different” (Germ. ganz andere) than the real, manifesting
itself as a “silent and humble trembling of the creature before he who – indeed who? – in its
inexpressible mystery, is above any other creature” (Otto 1992 : 21). Nor the surreal defined
by Jules Monnerot, in Modern Poetry and the Sacred, written under the influence of surrealism,
as “the power to lose (‘to really lose’) the distinction between subjective and objective, between
inside and outside, between knowledge and being”, without which “the sacred, afterwards the
religious would not exist” (Monnerot 1945 : 157). Rilkean sacred no longer enchants and
frightens by its supernatural power; instead it becomes familiar by humanization, as in the
following lines (“Thou, Neighbour God”):
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Thou, Neighbour God, if I disturb you now and then 
in lengthy nights by knocking on the wall, 
it is because I cannot hear your breath at all 
and know: you are alone again. 
And if you needed something, no°one here might hear 
and bring the drink, for which you grope around: 
I always listen. Make the smallest sound. 
I’m very near.

Furthermore, the dialogue between man and divinity reverses its original relationship. By
assuming the human condition, the poet is afraid of the eternal loneliness and the divinity’s
meaninglessness following the death of His creature (“What will you do, God, when I die”):

What will you do, God, when I die?
I am your jug (and I will shatter)
I am your drink (and I’ll go bad)
I am your clothing and your calling,
you’ll lose all reason, losing me.

As they become familiar to man, beings and things still hold, in Rilke’s poetical vision
marked by his confessional Franciscanism, a spiritual meaning the poet is called to
(re)discover. They are the signs of the sacred debased by the fall onto time; nonetheless the
poet is able to grasp their primary meaning by that remembrance that takes the form of platonic
anamnesis, originated – in all appearances – from Orphic doctrine. The poet’s life means to
wait for the revelation of the sacred, as we read in the poem “Remembrance”, which Blaga
had also translated into Romanian:

And you wait, expecting that one thing
That your life endlessly shall multiply.
That one powerful immense thing,
The awakening of stones,
Depths, coming back to you.

On the contrary, Blaga’ vision on man – divinity relationship in his only “Psalm” written
and published in his volume The Great Passage, reveals not the presence but the absence of
the sacred in the world, following the break°up caused by the fall onto time and seen as a
departure from childhood, when that relationship was ludic, osmotic:

As a child I played with you
And in my mind I undid you as you undo a toy.
Then wilderness brought me up,
My songs vanished away, 
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And never being around 
I lost you forever 
On earth, in fire, in air and on water.

By means of a comparison: “Up in the sky you hid, like in a coffin”, Blaga reverses, like
Rilke, the originary man – divinity relation. Divinity assumes eternity when man crosses the
death threshold. The absence of the sacred in the world is lived with dramatic intensity by the
human being eager to know it. If to Rilke, beings and things remind of originary patterns, to
Blaga the return to the roots is prevented by oblivion, despite reaching the ultimate limits of
scientific knowledge (“John tears himself up in the desert”):

Up to the last limits we stare,
We the saints, we the waters, 
We the thieves, we the stones,
No longer in sight the road to return,
Elohim, Elohim!

To Blaga the sacred exists in the world under the shape of mystery as its temporal
degradation, opening up and hiding itself alike to man under the shapes described by the
philosopher in his Trilogy of Knowledge. Nonetheless, Blaga’s vision, even if more
expressionistic, does not differ radically from Rilke’s. This very reversal of the man – divinity
relationship, the humanization of the divine and not the divinization of the human like in
Ancient Orphism, contain the modernity of vision embraced by the two great poets.

The knowledge of the world objectivised onto singing, the Orphic poetry, be it Ancient
or Modern, derives its origin from the potentiated feeling of mystery. This feeling is, in keeping
with the primary Orphic faith, of a Dionysian nature, unveiling itself as the poet takes part in
a mystery that transcends subjectivity. The two poets artistically objectivise this feeling in
different ways. If to Rilke, Dionysian feeling is spiritualised, to use the terminology of Nietzsche
and Spengler, in an Apollonian way, to Blaga it unfolds in a Faustian way. Rilkean
transcendence is still abundant, which explains why Hugo Friedrich does not include him in
The Structure of Modern Poetry (Friedrich 1969 : 170°171) whereas Blaga’s transcendence
shows its emptiness, in the sense given by the same critic. It is however a mystery, not “killed”
by poetic knowledge, as is the case for scientific knowledge, but increasing instead. Under
this transcending shape it climbs down into the world, like in his poem “From the sky came
a swan song”:

From the sky a swan song came.
Walking with barefoot beauties the maids hear it
Over the budding trees. 
And everywhere I and you will hear it.

This Sophianic image suggests, in fact, through the symbolic swansong the idea of God’s
death which marks, according to Nietzsche, modernity.
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In a de°sacralised world, to re°dimension Orphism through poetry means to reinvest art
with sacred creative powers. Following the severance of any links with the divine through
religion abandoned by modern man, art remains the only access way to the sacred. To the author
of Duino Elegies, art represents the bridge linking the visible and the invisible, in order to reach
that Orphic alchemy of the world. Material things are saved from degradation and oblivion
through poetical metamorphosis, crossing like a purgatory through the “invisible heart” of the
Orphic poet (“The Ninth Elegy”):

Earth, is it not this that you want: to rise
invisibly in us? – Is that not your dream,
to be invisible, one day? – Earth! Invisible!

In one of his sonnets, Rilke makes use of the mirror motif taken from the Orpheus myth
blended with Narcissus, to describe art experience. The Rilkean mirror is artificial, as artificial
becomes also modern art. This does not imitate the world, but it reflects it in a figurative or
abstract way:

Sometimes you’re full of paintings. A few
seem to have gone straight into you –
others, your shyness dismisses.

By making things abstract, modern art, mainly the Orphic poetry, transcends them from
their spatial°temporal conditioning. The ideal of this poetry is the artist’s deliverance from his
Narcissism (“Sonnets to Orpheus”, part II, III):

Ah, but the loveliest lingers there,
till in her captive cheeks appears
the clear relaxed Narcissus.

Blaga also uses the artificial mirror motif to poetically describe art experience. The work
is like the mirror keeping up over time the image of the poet’s profound experience: “The mirror
still keeps your face after you left” (“Elegy”). But he prefers aquatic mirrors: the lake, the pond,
the stream, the fountain etc., which have the property of “eyes” opened up by the astral universe
within the opaque earth, to see itself in all its splendour, alluding thus to cosmic Narcissism.
The fountain is metaphorically called, in the posthumous poem with this title, “the mirror in
the depths”, where temporality and eternity meet together in the act of reflection: 

When I see myself in a fountain,
I guess from my wrinkled face
How skies and earth are merging.

The act of looking, always indicated by the line: “When I see myself in a fountain” as a
leitmotif, to suggest its temporal manifestation, coincides with knowing a priori “that in the
depths former mothers/keep the mirror, eyes to the world”, which mediate the knowledge of
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eternal Ideas into organic, archetypal shapes, of Goethean “mothers”. The way he mirrors
himself into the mothers’ layers transcends temporal individuality marked by “names”, and
reaches a miraculous “beyond” where his fate is unfettered: 

When I see myself in a fountain,
I see my fate, forget my name.

Blaga wrote what he called – evoking Rilke in an article – “a poetry of knowledge” (Blaga
1972 : 127). This kind of poetry is the outcome of Luciferic knowledge, whose object is – we
read in the Trilogy of Knowledge – “always a mystery, a mystery which on one side shows
itself through its signs and on the other hides itself behind its signs” (Blaga 1983 : 316). The
mystery knowledge cannot be absolute but relative, since it is censured both in a transcendent
and an immanent way, because of its temporal conditioning. Augmenting the world mystery,
poetical knowledge transcends time. Poetry, as a discourse made by the human being on the
temporal experience of knowledge becomes the Orphic singing which delivers from under the
tyranny of a fallen world (“Quatrain”):

Under the weight of sky we live 
Like on a deep seabed.
No suffering is as big
Not to become a song.

The Orphic poet is a “singer suffering” from the sorrow “of the big passage” as an
eschatologically oriented temporal existence. “The suffering” having a metaphysical origin
underlines the specific difference of a poet’s destiny as compared to the common one lived
by other people. Assuming the suffering of mankind, the poet opens up the deep “sources”
of the song whispering the world mystery (“Ailing singers”):

Wounds we carry – sources –
Open under the attire.
We increase endlessness
With a song, with a mystery.

However the poets share the common destiny to update “a language lost long ago” (“Poets”),
through the song that transcends not only the passage of time but also the degradation of the
language into small talk. Blaga asks himself in his poem “Burning”: “Where is the word – as
a beam/to uplift you over time?”. He searches, like Rilke, the Verb°valued word, since the
Orphic poetic language even in modernity strives to be motivated. He aspires to find again
the utterance before it fell onto time, the Adamic utterance as a magical synthesis between
sound and sense, which reflects the primary unity and harmony of the being. “The audible
source” of the world which turns into singing restores the originary meaning of the language,
the creative meaning it lost in the profane horizon of life. “The Orphic poet – writes Nicolae
Balotæ in his essay Blaga, the Orphic poet – does not sing the world, but makes it sing, it
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discovers its essence which is singing” (Balotæ 1964 : 302). Art as singing gives back to the
world its primary, spiritual sense. Singing is, therefore, an Orphic spiritualisation of existence.

Rilke often embraces in his poetry a problematic rendition of the power of words to express
world mystery. In a symbolic tradition updating Orphism, he believes in their power to
melodically suggest the participation into the Sacred (“Music: breathing of statues.
Perhaps…”):

You stranger: music. You heart°space
grown out of us. The deepest space in us,
which, rising above us, forces its way out, 
holy departure…

He has the consciousness of the fact that the world mystery remains, like the Kantian thing
per se, something ineffable, inexpressible in words, because its language is just an arbitrary,
conventional, unmotivated tool, used by man to know it. The very consciousness of the ineffable
that takes them onto the sacred differentiates the poets from the others, for whom language
has become a profane asset (“To Witold Hulewicz”):

Happy they who know that beyond
All languages is the unsaid,
Whence – blessed 
Grandeur is bestowed on us and impetus.

Poetry purifies this prose°like language, reaching to its core. From a profane tool, the word
becomes in Orphic poetry the receptacle of the sacred, regaining its creative power of Verb. 

Rilke and Blaga re°dimensioned Orphism not as religion but as art. However, both showed,
thanks to their faith in the power to re°sacralise and redeem the world through its
transcendence by singing, a true religion of art we call, for lack of another word, modern
Orphism. Orpheus, as a mythical ancestor, finds in the work of each of the two great poets
the genuine and original expression alike of its modern avatar. 
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